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Gathering outside the
new Manteca Sizzler
on Saturday were,
from left, owners
Gary and Sally Myers,
Veronica and Mayor
Steve DeBrum, Manteca
Sizzler General Manager
Miguel Alvarez, District
Supervisor Esteban
Quintero, and Director
of Operations Ken
Tagious.
…Story on Page 3
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Construction Company Turns Backyards Into Paradise
BY ANGELINA MARTIN

For many families, their
home’s backyard is the
epicenter for bonding,
playing and relaxing. Ultimate Backyard Construction Company knows this,
and has made it their goal
to transform backyards
across the 209 into personal getaways that can be
accessed simply by walking through a backdoor.
Ultimate Backyard Construction Company was
created in 2007 by Josh
Caton, and he has spent
the last 15 years specializing in outdoor built-in
pools. The company was
originally called Extreme
Pool and Spa, but quickly
became Ultimate Backyard after Caton found
that the company was focusing on backyards as
a whole, rather than just
pools. Though Caton and
his team started out by
providing the community
with quality fiberglass and
Gunite swimming pools,
the construction company has taken on larger
projects as of late, such
as an incredible pirate
ship playhouse that was
recently constructed in a
Hilmar backyard.
“He started out doing

pools and it’s evolved
into what it is today,” said
Amanda Caton, who owns
Ultimate Backyard alongside her husband. “Homeowners will ask him if he
can build something; my
husband’s not the type of
person to say, ‘No, I can’t
build that,’ so he builds it,
and ta da!”
“The first thing I ask
someone when we start
a project is, ‘What’s your
paradise?’” said Josh. “I
try to build them that paradise that they can access
in their own backyard.”
Josh originally planned
on becoming a landscape
architect, but entered the
world of outdoor pools instead. With the creation of
Ultimate Backyard, he was
able to combine the two
design worlds.
Homeowners often approach Josh with their extravagant backyard ideas.
In order to give potential
clients a feel for what his
work is like, Josh often
takes them out to previous construction sites so
that they can see the type
of projects he can bring
to life. From there, a consultation is held which involves Josh hand drawing
his clients’ ideas until they

can decide on what will
work best in their backyard.
“We don’t do computer
diagrams when it comes
to the plans,” said Amanda. “The hand drawings
are more personal, and if
they don’t like it he’ll draw
another until they can decide on something.”
Ultimate
Backyard’s
largest project to date is
currently underway. The
construction
company
is working on a backyard
wedding venue in Hilmar,
complete with a doublesided waterfall, beach entry pool, outdoor fireplace
with a custom-built arbor,
full-functional
kitchen,
pizza oven and wraparound bar. The company
is also working on the
exterior and interior of a
barn on the property so
that it can be used as a hall
for weddings, complete
with a dance floor.
“It’s crazy,” said Amanda. “It looks like something that popped out of
Walt Disney World.”
While clients can dream
up their own ideal backyard renovations that encompass all of their yard
space, Ultimate Backyard
also provides singular ser-

vices such as splash pads,
outdoor kitchens and
bars, outdoor fireplaces,
lighting and landscaping,
water features, children’s
play areas, concrete and
fencing. The company
also does indoor and outdoor work with reclaimed
wood.
“I like going out to parties at these venues and
seeing the people’s’ faces
when they see the backyard,” said Josh. “Having
the opportunity to build
projects like these is rare,
and it’s actually really

cool. I feel great about it.”
Josh takes pride in his
company’s workmanship,
he said, and always focuses on creating what the
client wants. If a client’s
idea is not feasible, Josh
will push the plans down
a different route, all while
keeping the original vision
intact.
“We take a lot of pride
in our work,” said Josh.
“Even way back when we
started and we were still
learning, we would do the
right thing whether it took
us one, two or three tries.

I sleep well at night because I know I do what’s
right.”
Ultimate Backyard Construction Company can be
reached at 209-872-7343
with backyard renovation
ideas. Construction time
for backyard designs can
range from two weeks to
two years, said Josh, depending on the scale of
the project.
“When we started out,
I didn’t envision creating
large scale projects like
this,” said Josh. “But, it’s
exciting.”

Turlock Chamber Of Commerce Eliminates CEO Position
BY KRISTINA HACKER
Turlock Journal

The Turlock Chamber of
Commerce is restructuring
its staff as the business organization looks to refocus its
resources.
The Chamber announced
this week that Karin Moss
will be stepping down as
the organization’s president
and CEO effective Dec. 1,
but continue to work with
the Chamber as an independent contractor. The Chamber’s Executive Committee
will take over the day-to-day
management of operations
spearheaded by Chamber
Board of Directors ChairElect Robert Rodarte.
“We are taking a hard look
at our business model with
the goal of becoming more
cutting edge. To that end, we
are listening to the community and our members who,
we believe, want a better value proposition that enables

them to market themselves
throughout the community and business to business,” said current Chamber
Board Chair Lazar Piro in a
released statement.
Membership Coordinator
Irene Holmes will remain
full-time with the Chamber
in her role assisting members, the Board and the public and Sharon Berry will remain in the part-time event
coordination position.
Moss called her transition
from full-time CEO to asneeded consultant a “winwin” situation for both her
and the Chamber.
“The Chamber strives to
be the forefront of business
in Turlock and to do that
they need to go back to the
drawing board,” she said.
“There’s no acrimony here,
we just took a hard look at
where we’re at and where
we need to go.”
The Chamber will focus its

resources on determining
the wants and needs of its
members and then develop
problems to meet those
needs, according to Moss.
“I am looking forward to
working closely with the
Chamber leadership in a
productive,
collaborative
and streamlined way,” she
said.
Moss was hired in March,
after a lengthy executive
search.
She came to the Chamber
while it was already in the
midst of a reorganization,
following the retirement
of long-serving Chamber
President and CEO Sharon
Silva in August 2015 and
the severed partnership
between the Chamber and
City of Turlock in operating
the Convention and Visitors
Bureau.
Turlock City Manager
Gary Hampton said that the
City will continue its current

partnership with the Chamber, which entails leasing the
Chamber’s current home in
Central Park for a nominal
fee each year.
“We understand the critical role an organization like
a chamber of commerce
can play with the economic

expansion of the city,” said
Hampton.
Moss said that she plans
to go back to consulting full
time. She has more than 30
years of experience in corporate and non-profit sectors.
Before coming to the Tur-

lock Chamber, Moss provided executive direction
to economic development
and downtown revitalization programs in several cities throughout California as
well as to the National Main
Street Center in Washington, D.C.

The only magazine of its kind

Copies available for sale at the Oakdale Leader.

As of Dec. 1, Karin Moss will no longer be the Turlock Chamber of Commerce CEO. She
will continue to work with the Chamber as an independent consultant.
Journal file photo
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Couple Will Roll Out A ‘New’ Sizzler Experience In Manteca
By DENNIS WYATT
The Bulletin

Breakfast Omelets
At A Sizzler?
It’s a possibility.
That’s
because
the
8,600-square-foot restaurant being built by Gary and
Sally Myers — the owners
of BMW Management — at
Airport Way and Daniels
Street isn’t your typical Sizzler.
It is being designed from
the ground up to be a versatile dining experience complete with three kitchens
capable of enhancing and
adding to the menu in ways
you never would think possible at a steakhouse or a
Sizzler.
The flexibility is something the 270-plus restaurant chain headquartered
in Mission Viejo encourages
the Myers to do given their
track record and setting new
standards in customer satisfaction and revenue.
“This (the Manteca location) will resemble our flagship Sizzler in Temecula,”
Gary said Saturday.
The couple was in Manteca helping oversee the
hiring of upwards of 120 employees for their 23rd Sizzler
that is targeting an opening between Christmas and
New Year’s Day.
The ambiance needs to be
right, the staff congenial and
helpful, and the menu appealing to multiple generations.
But at the top of the list is
steak from how it is raised,
processed, and cut fresh to
how it is grilled.
Their tireless drive to assure quality is the reason
why they are able to offer
something that few restaurants can — Certified Angus
Beef.
Certified Angus Beef is a
commitment — from the
rancher to the restaurant
— to adhere to 10 strict requirements aimed at uncompromising standards for
taste to make sure enjoying
a great steak dining out or at

home isn’t a hit or miss.
So exacting are the standards that the Myers initially
were rebuffed when they
first approached the Wooter, Ohio-based firm established by ranchers in 1978.
The organization doesn’t
sell steaks per se but licenses ranchers that consistently
meet their high standards
for taste and quality.
“They didn’t initially want
to deal with us because they
didn’t see Sizzler as the right
place (that would adhere to
their strict standards),” Sally
said.
The Myers persisted and
even traveled to Ohio to
make their case. The result
are the 22 Sizzlers locations that the Myers own
are entrusted to serve Certified Angus Beef that means
guests get beef that is more
favorable, juicy, and tender.
Certified Angus
Beef shipped fresh
directly to restaurant
Unlike many restaurants
that have a personal relationship only with the delivery driver that drops off
packages of frozen steadks,
the Myers know the ranchers they have entrusted
their reputation to them on
a one-on-one basis— the
Del Prapo family in Oakley
and the Five Star Land and
Livestock Ranch in Wilton
owned by Mark, Abbie, and
Ryan Nelson.
Both practice sustainable ranching to meet and
exceed the high bar established by the Certified Angus Beef brand.
Gary noted guests entering the Sizzler foyer will see a
DVD played that introduces
them to the people who essentially raised their steaks.
“They have exactly requirements such as the cattle must be between 9 and
18 months and weigh in at
1,050 pounds,” Gary noted.
Three different cuts —
New York, rib-eye, and
tri-tip — are shipped fresh
to the BMW Management
locations that include Sizzlers they have acquired in

Modesto, Stockton, Tracy,
and Turlock. Once it arrives
in Manteca, Sizzler meat
cutters cut fresh steaks to
exactly standards every day.
The Manteca restaurant will
include a meat case displaying the fresh cuts so guests
can see exactly how their
steaks are prepared.
Gary recalled a recent trip
they took to Las Vegas where
they ordered $80 steaks at a
high end steak house.
“It was disappointing,”
he said.
So on their way home they
stopped at their Murrieta
Sizzler where they spent
$10.99 for a steak they said
was juicier and more flavorable than the $80 Vegas version.
The attention to quality
and details doesn’t end with
the steaks. The salad bar is
definitely new generation
with cutting edge healthier
choices, traditional prepared salads, and the signature Sizzler salad bar. But
unlike most other salad bars
there is a twist — or actually
a toss.
A Sizzler attendant mans
a station where — after you
load your salad bar with various selections — will thoroughly toss the salad for you.
“I prefer to have my salad
tossed when I dine out so
the dressing (and ingredients) are thoroughly mixed,”
Gary noted.
In addition to their basic
steak and seafood selections
the Manteca Sizzler will
have a taco bar, all-you-caneat chicken wing appetizers
and the popular soft-serve
dessert.
And since the parent
company likes how the Myers have enhanced the Sizzler brand, down the road
thanks to the design of the
Manteca restaurant you will
see other options such as
the potential for breakfast
omelets.
The Manteca Sizzler will
be complete with an outdoor grill where guests can
smell the aroma of tri-tip
and a new offering of pork
sliders being barbecued as

HIME ROMERO/The Bulletin

Gary and Sally Myers — who own 22 Sizzlers from Sacramento San Diego — talk Saturday about progress on their new Manteca location that is targeting an opening between
Christmas and New year’s Day.

they enter the restaurant.
The 290-seat Manteca Sizzler will include a banquet
area primarily for morning
gatherings. It is part of the
open floor design and can
seat 90 in an area that will be
equipped with audio visual
and sound equipment.
Gary said similar banquet
rooms at some of their other
locations are heavily booked
by service clubs, hospitals,
corporations, and government agencies.
The “new generation Sizzler” experience starts from
the outside.
The Myers — who own the

land and building — have
made it as inviting as possible with earthen tones
enhanced by stone work as
well as murals of an American flag boots and a cowboy
hat.
The Americana theme is
carried on inside as well.
Various wall murals will
depict outdoor activities
throughout Northern California amid TV screens.
The couple takes great
pride in exceeding American with Disabilities Act
standards whether it is wider aisles between tables or a
design for booths that allows

elderly guests to slide out
with ease.
The restaurant will be the
highest profile Sizzler in the
Northern San Joaquin Valley
with freeway exposure along
the 120 Bypass that sees upwards of 90,000 vehicles on
weekdays as well as heavy
Bay Area to the Sierra traffic
on weekends.
It’s been more than 24
years since Manteca has had
a Sizzler. That restaurant was
located at East Highway 120/
East Yosemite Avenue and
the Highway 99 interchange
where the Black Bear Diner
is now located.
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Sally Myers explains how the salad bar is being designed for the Manteca Sizzler.
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Delicato Offers Unique Gifts For Wine Lovers
By JASON CAMPBELL

In just over a century
Delicato Family Vineyards
has become a powerhouse
in the massive Northern
California wine market – offering varietals from the desirable wine-growing locations throughout the region.
But it’s also a popular
place for travelers passing
through on day trips into
the expanding San Joaquin
County wine market with
boutique wineries and
vineyards drawing wine enthusiasts from throughout
the Northern California region.
And sometimes you need
more than just wine to keep
those who visit entertained.
In addition to offering a
wide range of white, red and
sparkling wine developed

under the wide portfolio
of the Manteca headquartered company, the Delicato Family Vineyards tasting room offers everything
from themed merchandise
to must haves for the most
distinguished wine fans.
Located on the Frontage Road between French
Camp and Lathrop Roads
just off of Highway 99, the
tasting room – which is a
popular stop with people
traveling from the Bay Area
up into the growing Lodi
region and expanding wine
markets east of Stockton
– offers a full-service gift
shop with fun and unique
items that are geared both
towards the wine world and
standard home décor.
Unique signs, glass works
and adornments are part of

the portfolio, and both photography and fine art are a
major part of the family’s
encouragement of the arts
in and around the area – offering shows in both disciplines annually to showcase
the work of local artists.
In August of every year
a winemaking workshop
draws people who are interested in doing things
themselves, and those who
are wine club members get
access to exclusive events as
well as the upcoming Holiday Open House.
Delicato Family Vineyards is located at 12001
CA-99 – the frontage road
along Highway 99 between
Lathrop and French Camp
Roads – and is open seven
days a week from 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.

OHS Career Center Aids Mustangs Reaching Out
By TERESA HAMMOND
209 Business Journal

There’s a lot more going
on at the Oakdale High
School Career Center
than the community may
realize.
It is the intention as well
as the passion of Career
and Scholarship Technician Lisa Jones to see that
with this there is change.
As a 1990 OHS alum, former substitute and parent
to OJUSD students, Jones
shares a personal as well
as professional investment in the school.
“My heart lies here at
Oakdale High School,”
Jones shared, noting her
permanent status to the
technician position at the
start of the school year.
“So to be back and be in
this position, that wasn’t
a position back in the day.
When we were seniors we
talked to our counselors.
“We have 10 fabulous
computers for students to
utilize at any time of the
day,” she continued.
The OHS Career Cen-

ter encompasses varying
areas of student needs
from scholarship opportunities, work permits,
tutoring information, job
placement and volunteer
opportunities.
As the only high school
in a community of 20,000plus, there is unique opportunity for the high
school and the community to mesh.
“We do a lot of community service,” Jones said,
“and I think people in the
community aren’t really
truly aware.”
The Career and Scholarship Technician shared
that a portion of her job
is working with community groups, clubs and
businesses in the way of
creating volunteer opportunity for the student
body. She shared that volunteer hours for students
can serve them on many
fronts, from scholarships
to helping build the résumé of a student who’s
not able to enter the work
force but is able to give
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time.
“In some of the classes
I tell students, this is your
opportunity to give back
to our community,” she
said. “This is how you create a résumé for yourself
to go out into the workforce from high school.”
Jones also works with
students, as well as teachers on the Career Cruising Program, a simple 116
question computerized
questionnaire to aid students with finding a proper fit, based on what they
enjoy.
“College isn’t for everyone and I totally get it,”
she noted. “So, I’m here to
help them find part time
work if they need to. To
create that cover letter or
résumé to get them in the
direction they need to go.”
Jones also knows community participation is
key.
“I’m really interested in
partnering with the community and getting them
to reach out to inform us
of any volunteer of job op-

portunities,” she said. “I
really want to build on our
scholarships. This community is so generous.
“If someone is thinking
… I’d like to donate some
money to the high school,
scholarships are a great
way,” Jones noted. “A hundred dollars can go a long
way for one student. They
(the sponsor) set the criteria. We have a scholarship committee that can
make the selection or they
can.”
Jones
shared
she’s
worked hard at making
the Career Center a welcoming atmosphere for
students. A place they will
utilize for whatever the
need: be it a homework
space, or Career Cruising
or job hunting.
“I’m so excited to come
to work,” she said. “Helping the kids is my love and
passion. I want to give
them every opportunity
that’s out there for them.”
To contact Jones call
209-848-7197 or e-mail
lisajones@ojusd.org.

Oakdale High School Career and Scholarship Technician
Lisa Jones encourages students, as well as community
members, to actively use the OHS Career Center. The
center offers varying services to the OHS student body
as well as a volunteer resource service for community
events in need of extra volunteer help.
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Food, Coats Collected
To Aid Locals In Need

San Joaquin Regional
Transit District (RTD) and
its partners collected over
28,000 pounds of food, including 640 turkeys, at the
18th Annual Stuff the Bus
food drive Nov. 18 through
20. Since 1999, RTD and its
partners have now raised
over 315,000 pounds of
food donations at Stuff the
Bus events. This year, Stuff
the Bus also collected coats
for those in need, bringing
in 64 coats.
RTD worked with local transit agencies, Lodi
Grapeline, Manteca Transit, and Escalon eTrans, in a
simultaneous countywide
food drive to collect food
for local nonprofit agencies, including the Emergency Food Bank of Stockton, the Salvation Army of
Lodi, Second Harvest Food

Bank, and Escalon C.A.R.E.
The Boy Scouts – Greater
Yosemite Council participated in the Stuff the Bus
event in Stockton by dropping off food donations
collected via the “Scouting
for Food” program.
The Boy Scouts went
door-to-door on Saturday, Nov. 19 picking up
nonperishable food donations, collecting over 3,400
pounds. Girl Scout troops
also participated by volunteering at Stuff the Bus
locations.
Individually, each organization collected the
following: 9,630 pounds
(RTD); 6,088 pounds
(Manteca Transit); 5,643
pounds (Lodi Grapeline);
3,420 pounds (Boy Scouts
of America – Greater Yosemite Council); and 3,396

pounds (Escalon eTrans).
Together, the food donations will provide over
22,500 meals. Escalon also
received 16 donated coats.
Food 4 Less stores in
Lodi, Manteca, and on
Hammer Lane in Stockton,
along with Big Boy Market in Escalon, hosted the
three-day event, with each
store donating gift cards for
raffles prizes. San Joaquin
Delta College’s “Fierce”
the Mustang mascot also
provided on-site entertainment and outreach.
RTD is proud to serve the
community through the
annual Stuff the Bus food
drive and to lead a group
of local agencies that, by
working together, are able
to help so many local residents in need this holiday
season.

Unemployment Rate Sees
Rise In Stanislaus County
BY SABRA STAFFORD
Turlock Journal

The unemployment rate
in Stanislaus County rose
slightly in the month of October, with manufacturing
jobs taking the deepest hit,
according to the latest report from the Employment
Development Department.
Stanislaus County had
an unemployment rate of
7.9 percent in October, up
from a revised rate of 7.5
percent in September. The
rate remains below the
year-ago estimate of 8.6
percent.
In October Stanislaus
County had a labor force of
247,900 with an estimated
228,400 employed and
19,500 unemployed.
The manufacturing sector saw the largest decline
for the month of October,
with approximately 2,300
fewer jobs than the month
prior. The majority of those
jobs came within food
manufacturing which typically sees a drop in employment around October as
the harvest season comes
to a close. Food manufacturing accounted for 20.6
percent of the losses in the
manufacturing sector. As a
whole, the sector has about
900 more positions this
year than it did last year,
according to the EDD.
The only other sector in
Stanislaus County to post

a decline in jobs for October was in construction,
which had a drop of about
100 positions. For the year,
the sector has added about
1,000 positions.
The Stanislaus County
sector showing the most
growth for the month was
government, which added
an estimated 1,100 positions for the month. Of that
number, the largest portion
was for positions in state
and local education districts.
The retail industry, which
was down last month, added approximately 300 positions for the month in Stanislaus County.
Merced County had an
October unemployment
rate of 8.6 percent, up from
8.2 percent in September.
San Joaquin County had
an unemployment rate of
7.6 percent in October, up
from 7.5 percent the month
prior. California’s unemployment rate was at 5.3
percent in October and the
nation’s was at 4.7 percent
for the same time frame.
Turlock had an unemployment rate of 7 percent
in October, up from 6.7 percent in September. Denair
had a rate of 4.4 percent in
October, up slightly from
the 4.3 percent posted in
September. Hughson had
an October rate of 11.3 percent, up from the 10.9 per-

cent posted in September.
Keyes had a rate of 12.9 percent in October, which is an
increase from the 12.4 percent posted in September.
Ceres had an unemployment rate of 8.4 percent in
October, up from the 8.1
percent in September.
The occupations with the
most help wanted ads in
Stanislaus County for October were: Registered Nurses – 535; Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers
– 389; Retail Salespersons
– 200; First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers
– 159; Teacher Assistants
– 106; Customer Service
Representatives – 105; Janitors and Cleaners, Except
Maids and Housekeeping
– 96; Security Guards – 88;
Maintenance and Repair
Workers – 87; and Light
Truck and Delivery Service
Drivers – 86.
The 10 companies that
posted the most help wanted ads for October in Stanislaus County were: West
Suburban Medical Center –
228; The Hospitals of Providence – 146; Sutter Health
– 140; Tenet Healthcare
Corporation – 77; Target
Corporation – 77; TruStaff
– 71; Ceres Unified School
District – 67; Modesto City
Schools – 53; Supplemental Health Care – 49; and
Stanislaus County Office of
Education – 48.
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Simple Ways To Spend Less
When people take inventory of their spending
habits, many come to the
conclusion that they need
to scale back. Upon making that realization, many
people immediately assume they need to give up
certain luxuries. However,
spending less on nonessential items may free up funds
for more enjoyable activities, such as dining out and
travel. Being frugal doesn’t
mean you have to be a minimalist, and it’s easier than
you might think. Explore
these relatively easy methods to tame spending. Use
cash as much as possible.
Paying with cash can create an emotional feeling of
loss and taps into your five
senses. Taking cash from
your wallet and handing it
over to cashiers could slow
down your subconscious
spending, which is less likely to happen if you always

swipe a credit or debit card.
Keep a spending log. Jot
down your spending habits
on a piece of paper or use
home budgeting software
to track where you tend to
spend the most. This gives
you an accurate and fluid
method to examine your
spending. Spend less on
shopping sprees.
Some people use shopping as an emotional release or a method to relieve
stress. If you like shopping but want to cut back
on your spending, shop in
less expensive stores, such
as consignment or dollar
stores. This feeds your desire to shop without breaking the bank. Eliminate
one monthly bill. Find a
way to cut out one monthly
expense. If you’re not using that gym membership,
cancel it. If you can’t find
something to eliminate,
find a way to cut back. May-

be you can scale back your
mobile phone service plan.
Downgrade your cable
television package to one
that’s more affordable. Do
things yourself. Consider
the services you pay others to do that you may be
able to do yourself. If you’re
handy with a paintbrush,
paint your home interior.
Have everyone pitch in to
clean the house and scale
back on housekeeping services. Cook your own meals
and rely less on takeout.
Transfer savings automatically. Transfer a portion of
your paycheck directly into
a savings account. Set up
automated transfers so the
money never appears in
the account linked to your
debit card. Pay bills on time.
Do not waste money on
late fees and penalties. Use
automatic bill pay so you
don’t miss any payments
and waste money on fees.

Residents Urged To Focus
On Safely Heating Homes
With temperatures dropping to winter levels in
Northern and Central
California, Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (PG&E)
urges customers to be cautious when heating their
homes.
Electric heating devices,
such as space heaters, are
a home fire hazard when
not properly used or monitored. Fuel-burning appliances, such as gas furnaces, stoves and water
heaters, can increase the
risk of carbon monoxide, a
toxic gas, when they are not
working properly.
“We want our customers to be warm this winter, but most importantly
we want them to be safe.
Space heaters should only
be used as a supplemental source of heat. They are
not intended to replace
the home’s central heating
system and, when not used
properly, can create serious safety hazards,” said
Jake Zigelman, Director of
Local Customer Experience at PG&E.
According to the National Fire Protection Association, heating equipment is the second leading
cause of home fires in the
United States and from
2009 to 2013, accounted for
56,000 structure fires per

year. Nearly half of these
fires occur from December through February. The
leading contributing factor
to space heater fires is heating equipment too close to
objects that can burn, such
as furniture, clothing, mattresses or bedding.
PG&E urges customers
to focus on safety heating
their homes as temperatures dip and offers the following tips:
Place space heaters on
level, hard, nonflammable
surfaces, not on rugs or
carpets.
Don’t put objects on
space heaters or use them
to dry clothes or shoes.
Turn off space heaters
when leaving the room or
going to sleep.
Keep all flammable materials at least three feet
away from heating sources
and supervise children
when a space heater or
fireplace is being used.
Never use cooking devices such as ovens or stoves
for home heating purposes.
Install carbon monoxide detectors to warn you
if concentration levels are
high. As of 2011, all California single-family homes
are required to have carbon
monoxide detectors. Make
sure they are installed near

sleeping areas and replace
the batteries at least twice
a year.
When using the fireplace
to stay warm, make sure
the flue is open so that the
byproducts of combustion
can vent safely through the
chimney.
Never use products inside the home that generate dangerous levels of
carbon monoxide, such
as generators, barbecues,
propane heaters and charcoal.
If customers suspect
there is a problem with
a natural gas appliance
inside their home, they
should call PG&E at 1-800743-5000. A gas service
representative will be dispatched to do a thorough
inspection. If you detect
carbon monoxide in your
home, you should get out
immediately and call 911.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, a subsidiary of PG&E Corporation (NYSE:PCG), is one
of the largest combined
natural gas and electric
energy companies in the
United States. Based in
San Francisco, with more
than 20,000 employees, the
company delivers energy
to nearly 16 million people
in Northern and Central
California.

State Records First Flu Death In Person Under 65 Years

STAFF REPORTS

The California Department of Public Health is
reporting the state has
recorded the first flu-related fatality of a person
under 65 years of age for
the season.
The death occurred in

Los Angeles County.
“As this unfortunate
case illustrates, the flu
can be deadly and causes
thousands of fatalities
each year in the United
States,” said CDPH Director and State Health Officer Dr. Karen Smith. “For-

tunately, people can get
vaccinated to help keep
them from getting sick
and spreading the flu to
others.”
While this is the first influenza-associated death
in a patient under the age
of 65 reported this sea-

son in California, CDPH
has received reports of
11 confirmed influenzaassociated cases that required treatment in an intensive care unit, and five
influenza outbreaks in
the state this year. Deaths
and hospitalizations due

to influenza in persons
under 65 years of age are
reportable in California to
monitor the seasonal severity of influenza.
Each year, flu causes
millions of illnesses, hundreds of thousands of hospitalizations and thou-

sands or sometimes tens
of thousands of deaths in
the United States. To reduce this threat, CDPH
recommends the annual
flu vaccine for everyone
six months of age and
older, including pregnant
women.
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SCHOOLS First Class Of At-Risk Teens Set For Academy
By DENNIS WYATT
The Bulletin

There’s a new lesson
plan for underachieving
at-risk 16 to 18 year olds.
Starting in January,
the doors will open to
the Discovery Challenge
Academy located at the
Sharpe Depot complex
in Lathrop. It is designed
for those teens that have
dropped out, have severe
truancy issues, are behind in credits, and are
at risk for not graduating
on time. The academy
has a 90 percent success
rate based on cadets completing high school and
securing full-time jobs or
advancing to college.
The first class of 150 cadets — 100 males and 50
females — are being recruited from 39 counties
extending from Madera
County to the Oregon
border. Many will have

misdemeanors and come
from families living in
poverty. They will learn
life-coping skills, leadership, self-discipline, and
leadership. They also
can earn a year’s of high
school credit during the
residential program spanning 5.5 months. It then
has 12 months of follow
up mentoring.
The Lathrop academy is
the third of its kind in California. There are 37 such
academies
nationwide.
Tuition, room, and board
are provided at no-cost.
The academy is funded by
the federal and state governments and operates
in a partnership with the
San Joaquin County Office of Education.
Academics are taught in
a classroom setting. There
are typically 10 field trips
that may include museums, universities, the

State Capitol, and live
theater performances.
The military staff/cadre
is in charge of the rest
of the academy’s training. That training covers
learning the importance
of being prompt, dressing
appropriately, focusing
on homework and daily
tasks, and accept responsibilities for their actions.
Physical training as well
as marching or drill and
ceremonies along with
barracks inspections are
part of the program. The
goal is to instill cooperation, tolerance of others,
teamwork, and ethical behavior. The military staff/
cadre is responsible not
just for the cadet’s physical fitness but also their
personal hygiene, as well
as their health and welfare.
Cadets also must perform 40 hours of commu-

nity service.
The 76-week long program consists of three
phases.
*A two-week evaluation
to determine if applicants
are prepared for the program’s rigors.
*A 20-week period that
resembles
a
military
boarding school with cadets living in barracks,
eating in a base dining
facility and attending
school on base.
*A year-long mentorship completed in the cadet’s community with the
guidance and assistance
of a custom matched,
screened, and trained
mentor.
The mentoring program
is the nation’s second
largest after Big Brothers/
Big Sisters.
While the Department
of Defense wants those
that complete the pro-

gram to be eligible to join
the Armed Forces it is not
a requirement that any of
the students enlist.
The Discovery Challenge Academy since its
inception has had over
140,000 graduates nationally. Three out of every
four graduates have received high school diplomas or GED.
The program costs
$14,000 per enrollee. Research shows that when
pitted against the $40,000
per year cost of placing a
youth in a juvenile detention facility, it cuts juvenile correction costs by
$109 million annually. At
the same time $31.7 million yearly is saved based
on students getting GEDs
as opposed to trying to
secure it in futures with
that cost savings reflected
in what would have been
spent for on-going educa-

tion costs.
An estimated 20 percent
of the cadets enrolled are
taking off federal assistance programs.
Applicants must be 16
on or before the first day
of the academy and cannot turn 19 before the
start date. They must have
no pending charges, felony convictions or deferred
entry of judgment. They
must be a legal resident
of the United States and a
California resident. They
must volunteer to attend.
They also must be drug
free. All candidates will be
drug tested.
More information can
be found going to discove r yc ha l l e ng e a ca d e my .
com or the same on Facebook.
You can ask for an application or apply to
be a mentor by calling
1.844.633.3301.

MANTECA COUNCIL

Sewer Going Solar To Cut PG&E Bill
By DENNIS WYATT
The Bulletin

The second largest single solar installation operated by a South County
government agency could
start reducing wastewater treatment power costs
for Manteca ratepayers by
2018.
The Manteca City Council on Tuesday is considering seeking proposals
to design and build a one
megawatt solar farm project on the north side of
the treatment plant along
Yosemite Avenue. The
council meets Tuesday at
7 p.m. at the Civic Center,
1001 W. Center St.

The $3.9 million solar
farm will be paid with cash
in the Sewer Maintenance
and Operation Fund that
ratepayers pay into.
It will supply roughly
a third of the electricity
needed to run the plant.
The city’s current PG&E
bill for the treatment plant
is $1.2 million plus on an
annual basis.
Public Works staff has
indicated the project has
an eight year payback
while the life expectancy
is 25 years. That means for
17 years the city will be
getting free electricity to
cover a third of the treatment plant’s power costs.

Electricity is the biggest
cost involved in running
the wastewater treatment
plant.
The 5.5 acre solar farm
project going on the
northwest of the treatment plant property near
where West Yosemite Avenue meets the Union
Pacific railroad tracks by
the ACE station along with
the food waste conversion plant and an accompanying liquefied natural
gas fueling station has
obtained environmental
clearance.
The wastewater treatment plant account fund
has sufficient reserves

to pay for the solar farm
without a rate increase.
Once the solar farm is in
place, it will help reduce
pressure for future rate increases.
The largest single solar installation serving
the South County is the
1.6-megawatt
Robert
Schulz Solar farm operated by the South San
Joaquin Irrigation District to provide almost all
the power needed for the
surface water treatment
plant that provides water
to Manteca, Lathrop, and
Tracy. It is helping to keep
costs down for drinking

water in the three cities.
The largest aggregate
solar installation, though,
are all the panels operated
at various Manteca Unified School District sites.
The solar panels that
double as car ports over
parking lots at some campuses generated 27 percent of the district’s power
needs in 2013-14 saving
roughly $500,000.
The solar farm is one of
three major green initiatives the city is now tackling.
Manteca is the only city
in the Northern San Joaquin Valley moving to
harness food waste and

methane gas from the
wastewater
treatment
plant that is now burned
off with a flame to produce fuel to power the
fleet of 20 plus municipal
solid waste trucks.
The solar project and
the food waste recycling
will help reduce the city’s
carbon footprint.
The city has hired a contractor that is now installing purple pipe as part of
the family entertainment
zone project to provide
recycled water to irrigate
parks and landscaping
south of the 120 Bypass
within the next two to
three years.

San Joaquin Supervisors Oppose Water Proposals
Earlier this month,
the San Joaquin County Board of Supervisors
heard a presentation from
State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB)
staff on proposed changes
to San Joaquin River flows
and southern Delta water
quality requirements included in the Water Quality Control Plan for the
San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary. Supervisors
listened to Les Grober,
Deputy Director for Water Rights from the State
Water Resources Control
Board about the details
of the several thousandpage report that was released by the SWRCB
in September outlining
plans to take up to 50
percent of the Merced,
Tuolumne and Stanislaus
rivers, which many see
as a thinly veiled effort to

help build the Governor’s
twin tunnels.
“This proposal lends
credence to opponents’
concerns that the State
would make the Eastside
Tributary interests volunteer by force and give up a
significant portion of the
inflow to Eastside Reservoirs so that the tunnels
will have a source of new
water. In the same breath,
the State Water Board also
proposes to allow exporters to maintain worse water quality in the South
Delta, which is detrimental to local Delta farmers
and communities. As a
result, we can only expect
an even bleaker future for
the Delta and our communities,” said District
2 Supervisor Katherine
Miller.
Board chairman Moses Zapien of District 3
added, “Even though the

Administration calls this
proposal an attempt to
recover fish populations,
we see it as another covert
attempt by the Governor
to build the twin tunnels.
The State is proposing to
relax Delta water quality rules which could facilitate increased export
pumping.
Taking water away from
the Merced, Tuolumne
and Stanislaus tributaries
will not help fish as the
Administration claims because history has shown
that the decline of Delta
fisheries is directly linked
to unsustainable export
rates.”
Export interests apparently cannot afford to
mitigate for the impacts
of their exports, pointed
out District 1 Supervisor
Carlos Villapudua.
“So the Brown Administration is forcing the issue

and re-writing the rules
for the benefit of his supporters in Southern California. If a local agency
were to build a project
and not mitigate their impacts, they should expect
to be sued.
Like local government,
the State and Feds should
be held accountable and
should be required to mitigate their impacts to the
Delta ecosystem. It seems
rather unfair to shift that
burden to our community
or to the general taxpayer.”
Added District 5 Supervisor and Board Vice
Chair Bob Elliott: “The
State’s proposal to provide additional flows for
fish will not result in a
significant increase in
salmon populations. The
price our communities
will pay if the State is allowed to take our water

supplies, coupled with
worsening of water quality in the southern Delta
will be devastating. There
are other far more costeffective solutions out
there.”
Supervisor Chuck Winn,
who represents District
4 on the county board,
summarized the overall
stance of the panel regarding the proposal.
“Nearly all Californians
agree that a comprehensive Statewide water plan
that enhances the health
of the Delta is necessary;
however, it is imperative
that certain parts of the
State not be benefited to
the detriment of others,”
Winn said. “The Board
of Supervisors has long
supported protecting local water rights, water
quality and effective local groundwater management and understands

that balancing a healthy
Delta ecosystem while
respecting senior water
rights is a major pillar
for any local, regional, or
Statewide water solution.
This latest scheme just
seems like another tactic by the Administration
to go around the process
and get the tunnels built
at any cost despite our
continued opposition.”
The Board of Supervisors instructed County
staff to:
Develop and submit final written comments to
the State Water Resources
Control Board, SWRCB,
by the Jan. 17, 2017 deadline;
Coordinate with local
and regional stakeholders
impacted by the SWRCB
proposal to develop a
more regional approach
and work jointly to oppose the State’s proposal.
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PROPOSAL Manteca’s Largest Building
By DENNIS WYATT
The Bulletin

Manteca’s biggest distribution-style concrete
tilt-up building is being
pursued on the southwest corner of Airport
Way and Roth Road as
part of the CenterPoint
business park.
Dubbed “The Laurie
Project” by CenterPoint
that is building it either
as a spec building or for
a client that they have
yet to disclosed, the
1,199,997-s quare-foot
building is being proposed in two phases on
a 63.29-acre parcel. The
first phase will consist of
551,475 square feet.
The first phase by itself will eclipse by less
than 2,000 square feet
Manteca’s current largest
distribution center — the
Ford Small Parts Distribution Center on Spreckels Avenue. At build-out
it will rival the size of the
Amazon Fulfillment Center on Chrisman Road in

Tracy.
It will have direct access to the Union Pacific
intermodal
operation
that loads and unloads
truck trailers.
The building is proposed just north of the
404,657-square-foot concrete tilt-up industrial
warehouse that was approved to be built two
weeks ago for 5.11 Tactical. The plan for Tactical
5.11 also calls for a possible 134,500 square foot
addition at a later date.
Tactical 5.11 makes
uniforms, tactical clothing tactical gear, knives
and other equipment
favored by the military
as well as police SWAT
teams plus other public
safety personnel and a
growing number of civilian shooters and private
military contractors has
operations split between
Modesto and Lathrop
The 217 existing employees will be consolidated
into one location. The

Manteca facility is a third
larger than the space the
Lathrop and Modesto locations currently have.
The new complex is being targeted for occupancy in the fall of 2017.
The firm has $300 million in sales in 2015. It
currently sells products
in 15 different countries.
The Tactical 5.11 complex is immediately north
of where Crothall Healthcare opened in 2014.
Crothall’s 60,150-squarefoot industrial building
houses a laundry and
linen service.
Plans for the Laurie
Project will make the
distribution center site
the heaviest landscaped
in Manteca. At build out
there will be 404 trees in
addition to many more
shrubs. Some 10.5 percent of the 63 acres will
be formally landscaped
with 17.7 percent of the
site as open space.
The developer will also
improve Airport Way

allowing
right-of-way
for widening the thoroughfare. There will be
a 5-foot wide meandering sidewalk along with
an 18-foot raised median with trees. Improvements will also be made
along Roth Road.
CenterPoint, which is
owned by the California
Public Employees Retirement System, represents
a potential overall investment of $175 million in
buildings and improvements before tenants
move in. Projections anticipate 600 permanent
jobs will eventually be
created when it is built
out.
Some
3.1
million
square feet of logistics/
distribution space will be
built.
Users at CenterPoint
are expected to have large
logistics and distributor
needs that require tearing down products and
either repackaging or
reassembling and then

prepare them for distribution. The project will
have direct access to
the Union Pacific rail to
truck yard to significantly
reduce the potential impact for truck traffic.
Expansion has been
approved for the UP intermodal facility in Lathrop. It is expected to double the current workforce
of 67 railroad workers to
137.
And when it is done,
the regional capacity for
intermodal movements
will soar to 1.3 million
units a year between
the UP complex and the
Santa Fe intermodal facility north off Manteca
between Austin Road
and Jack Tone Road. That
is the equivalent of 3,561
truck movements a day.
The UP facility on Roth
Road that abuts the city
limits of both Manteca
and Lathrop. The railroad facility can currently handle up to 270,000
lifts or containers a year.

At build-out that number
will reach 730,000 lifts.
Two major distribution centers have opened
in the past 10 months in
Tracy — Amazon and the
FedEx hub. They join a
long list of distribution
centers in Tracy, Manteca, and Lathrop that
includes Ford, Dryers Ice
Cream, Lineage, JC Penney, Home Depot, Restoration Hardware, WestPac, Safeway, Orchard
Supply Hardware and
others.
The three cities are on
the radar of firms due to
the area’s strategic location equal distance from
San Jose, San Francisco,
and Sacramento with access to three major freeways, the UP intermodal
yard, Santa Fe Railroad’s
intermodal yard north of
Manteca, Stockton Metro
Airport and the Port of
Stockton. There are more
than 18 million consumers within 100 miles of
Manteca.

PERSPECTIVE

He Who Hesitates Will Pay More For A Mortgage
There are signs popping up that mortgage
rates may start an upward
climb after years of being
at historic lows
That said, before the
election the Federal Reserve was hinting at a rate
increase.
And now markets are reacting to the expectation
that President Donald
Trump will pursue more
investment in infrastructure as well as reduce tax
rates considered barriers to investment. If that
happens to any degree
other investment vehicles
will become more enticing compared to Treasury

Notes.
When that happens,
mortgage rates will start
going back toward normal
levels in the 4 to 6 percent
range.
It won’t happen overnight.
But that said if trends
develop as expected —
even just some of them—
the day is soon coming
when you can afford less
house with your money
due to interest rates rising.
The same economic
conditions that will bring
mortgage rates back up
will help interest rates for
savings climb as well.

Of course predicting
mortgage rates isn’t an
exact science but keep in
mind mortgage rates are
most impacted by movement in Treasury Notes.
As money has flowed into
relatively safe and secure
Treasury Notes over the
last six year it has lowered
rates and helped keep the
historic lows.
Before Election Day the
average 30-year fixed rate
had gone from 3.54 percent the previous week to
3.57 percent.
So what does a rise in
rates mean exactly in
terms of money? At 3.5
percent it costs $714 per

month per $100,000 borrowed to repay a 30-year
loan. It jumps to $739 a
month at 4.0 percent and
$764 at 4.5 percent, a rate
that is considered historically still on the low side.
Reach 5 percent — a historically average rate —
and the cost per $100,000
borrowed goes to $790 a
month.
If rates go up from 3.5
percent to 5.0 percent it
will increase the cost of
repaying a $300,000 loan
by $228 a month. You will
end up paying $82,080
more by the time you pay
off a loan at 5 percent
compared to 3.5 percent.

When that happens
people start having their
housing options become
limited as the higher the
cost of borrowing, the
smaller the pool of houses
you can afford to buy.
Rates won’t skyrocket
up overnight. Even so if
you are serous about refinancing or buying you really need to start looking
to do either soon. It can
take a while to figure out
what you can afford, find
a home and secure mortgage.
Just don’t fall into the
smug trap some of my
friends did. They practically ridiculed me for

buying a home in 2008
saying I didn’t wait long
enough for prices to drop.
They kept waiting for the
bottom. When it bounced
back up they figured it
would come back down.
By the time they started
to get serous, home prices were making sizeable
gains. They ended up getting less house than they
wanted and actually paid
more per square foot than
I did.
The bottom line is this:
Rates aren’t going to get
significantly lower or stay
this low forever. Wait long
enough and you’re going
to wish you hadn’t.

Stanislaus County Office Of Education Purchases Downtown Modesto Building
BY ALYSSON AREDAS
Turlock Journal

The Stanislaus County
Office of Education announced Monday the
purchase of a 155,000
sq. ft. facility on H Street
in downtown Modesto,
the current home of the
Modesto Bee, as well as
the beginning of a new
partnership with Opportunity Stanislaus that will
provide
much-needed
training, certification and
preparation for jobs requested by employers in
Stanislaus County.
“The 1100 H Street facility is overcrowded and
overused at this point
in time,” said Stanislaus
County Superintendent

of Schools Tom Changnon. “The purchase of
The Modesto Bee building will provide much
needed space for innovative programs, additional
meeting rooms and 230
parking spaces. In addition, it will allow us to
begin this exciting partnership with Opportunity
Stanislaus that will benefit community members
looking for training and
certifications for jobs.
It’s a win-win situation.
Our local businesses
have been telling us they
need employees trained
in specific job skill areas,
and we have heard them
and are taking the lead in
making that happen.”

Following the approval
of the County Board to
purchase The Modesto
Bee building, located at
1325 H Street, staff from
SCOE and Opportunity
Stanislaus plan to move
to this facility, where the
trainings and certification programs will take
place.
“This is an outstanding opportunity for the
business community and
educational community
to come together to provide timely and businessdriven training to the
workforce,” said Opportunity Stanislaus CEO Dave
White. “Our greatest asset
in Stanislaus County is
our people, and we look

forward to working with
SCOE to improve the skill
base of our workforce.”
Formerly known as
the Stanislaus Business
Alliance,
Opportunity
Stanislaus is dedicated to serving the business needs of Stanislaus
County, whether it is providing resources to local
employers looking to expand, preparing skilled
workers, or attracting
outside investors.
Through its partnership
with SCOE, Opportunity
Stanislaus will provide
training,
certification
and preparation for jobs
needed by Stanislaus
County employers. These
programs will take ad-

vantage of industry training modules aligned with
certification, and they
are designed to be flexible to respond quickly
to new needs from local
industries. To best meet
the needs of the county,
White said that Opportunity Stanislaus went out
and asked local employers what they wanted to
see.
“We have the heartbeat
of the business community behind us and first
and foremost they wanted
workforce development,”
said White.
With the first focus being machinery maintenance and mechanics, White said that the

partnership will provide
training over the course
of 15 weeks.
Throughout the course
of the program, participants will receive foundational and basic training,
as well as training that is
specific to a particular industry.
“The idea is to produce really good candidates who are specifically
trained for employers’
needs,” said White.
White said that he
hopes to serve about 50
people during the first
year of the program, however, the partnership’s
ultimate goal is to accommodate as many as 500
people per year.
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Merced Antique Mall Specializes In Blasts From The Past Gifts
By DOANE YAWGER

Christmas shopping can
be a tricky endeavor but
Barry Peiffer of Merced
has some suggestions to
make holiday gift-giving a
hit — draw from the past.
Peiffer and Alex Dominguez own the Merced Antique Mall in downtown
Merced and have some
tips on playing Santa
Claus this year.
“We always tell people
to buy your presents from
the past,” Peiffer says. “We
have such unique gifts
that you won’t find people
who got the same thing
from Target, Penney’s or
Sears. I always stress the
fact if you buy something
here the odds are nobody
else has that same present. You won’t find out
10 people have the exact
same item.”
Peiffer and Dominguez
bought the antique mall at
320 W. Main St. in August
2012; it first opened Oct.
1, 2001. While it’s difficult
to estimate, Peiffer guesses the three dozen dealers
at the mall have at least
100,000 items for sale;
his personal inventory of
sale merchandise totals at
least 16,000 items.
What’s hot now?
Sports
collectibles,
vintage and current, are
popular, with Pokémon
and Magic cards being

especially endearing for
kids. Vintage video games
and Nintendo, Sega, Play
Station and Game Boy
systems also are highly
sought-after.
Vintage clothing, usually women’s dresses and
nightgowns, is also hot
right now. In clothing,
people are trying to find
1960s and 1970s items
from the hippie movement.
“Long-playing records,
we can’t get enough of
them,” Peiffer says. “They
are so popular with UC
Merced students and record collectors. They all
call it vinyl.”
One of the most popular items currently at the
antique mall are mid-century modern furniture,
including dressers, tables,
bookcases, buffets, chairs
and light fixtures.
“People come from San
Francisco and Los Angeles looking for 1950s and
1960s furniture. Antique
dealers from all over the
country make us one of
their stops. It’s worth four
to five times more what
they pay for it here in
the big city. Fifteen years
ago they were almost giving away these furniture
items at yard sales. Fifties dinette sets, the nice
ones, just fly out of here,”
Peiffer says.

Vintage Halloween and
Christmas
decorations
also are in vogue now, Peiffer says. Aluminum tinsel Christmas trees with
color wheels don’t stay in
the store long, he adds.
UC Merced students
and their parents discover
they can buy a solid oak
dresser or table for less
than a new particle board
version at department
stores.
Peiffer
says
many
people are looking for
chrome-trimmed formica
tables with vinyl-covered
seats.
Pat Foster has been
a dealer at the Merced
Antique Mall for almost
a year and has been in
the antique business for
about eight years. She
likes both collecting and
selling.
Foster says she especially likes LooneyTunes
cartoon characters like
Sylvester the cat and related collectibles. She
sells tools, rhinestone
jewelry and a variety of
everything.
“The thrill of the hunt is
always fun and I enjoy it
immensely,” Foster says.
“I enjoy working with all
the vendors and get a very
good feeling when people
find just the right thing,
something they have been
searching for.”

Both fine and costume
jewelry make great gifts
and Peiffer says many of
the dealers have lots of
sparkly treasures in their
booths. One dealer sells
vintage kitchen items, including dishware, mugs,
tablecloths, doilies and
mugs.
Another dealer stocks
vintage “man cave” items
like tools, rusty yard art,
bar glasses, beer signs and
posters. There’s a booth
with vintage cameras and
a whole case full of barbershop and grooming
accessories.
“We have so much of
everything in here,” Peiffer says. “Nostalgia is big.

Some people want to relive their history or their
family history.”
Three different kinds of
people are drawn to the
charm of antiques. One
remembers his grandmother had an item
years ago and he wants
one now. Another person, probably in his 40s,
couldn’t afford something
way back when but now
has the means to acquire
it. Other people regretted
getting rid of a treasure
years ago and now want it
back, according to Peiffer.
Surprisingly,
young
people from about 12 to
20 years of age love history and prize things like

World War II jackets, flags
and military memorabilia.
Peiffer retired after 31
years with the Merced
County Assessor’s Office
but has returned to work
there part-time as a special projects coordinator.
He has been interested
in antiques for about 15
years and collects Lladro
figurines and beer stains.
For more information
about the Merced Antique
Mall, call (209) 722-6894
or
mercedantique@att.
net.
– Doane Yawger of
Merced is a semi-retired
newspaper reporter and
editor.

Pennies Power Improved SJ Roads
By DENNIS WYATT
The Bulletin

Never
underestimate
the purchasing power of a
penny.
The extra penny in sales
tax collected on every $2
worth of consumer goods
in San Joaquin County
has done everything from
help launch the Altamont
Corridor Express Service
and completing the Cross-

town Freeway in Stockton
to putting the Tidewater
Bikeway in place as well
as widen Highway 99 from
two lanes to three lanes
from Hammer Lane in
Stockton to the Stanislaus
River in Ripon.
Measure K — a countywide half cent sales tax
first passed by voters in
1990 for 20 years — was
reauthorized in 2006 at

the ballot box to remain
in place until 2040 when it
was embraced by 78 percent of the voters.
The reauthorization required only a two thirds
vote.
Projected funding from
the sales tax through
2040 is expected to generate $11 billion of which
much will be used to leverage funding from state

Measure K paid to widen Highway 99 from Manteca to Ripon to six lanes.
HIME ROMERO/The Bulletin

and federal sources for
everything from additional freeway lanes and
expanded ACE service to
more funds for buses.
“The voters were very
pleased with what we delivered,” Kim Kloeb, senior regional planner with
the San Joaquin Council of Governments told
Manteca Rotarians Thursday during a noon meeting at Ernie’s Rendezvous
Room.
Kloeb — who worked in
Georgia, Florida, and another California county as
a traffic engineer before
join SJCOG 18 years ago
— noted the joint powers
agency that oversees implementation of Measure
K projects is working with
Caltrans and the city on
three significant endeavors in Manteca.
*Revamping the 120 Bypass/99 interchange to
improve safety and traffic
flow.
*Putting in place California’s first diverging diamond at Union Road and
the 120 Bypass.
*Building a new interchange at McKinley Avenue and the 120 Bypass.
The 99-120 projects at
this time have funding
in place for the design
work. SJCOG is work-

ing to secure funding for
construction. The project
wasn’t programmed in
the 20-year spending plan
but recent efforts led by
Manteca officials that is
underscoring the significance importance of the
interchange and the fact
its long list of fatalities,
injured motorists and
crumpled cars is heavily
populated with residents
from throughout the region has prompted SJCOG to make it a priority.
The SCJOG staff is hoping to work with the state
to pay for the improvements with savings from
various Highway 99 projects throughout the San
Joaquin Valley funded
through the Proposition
1B bond receipts.
The other two projects
have tapped into Manteca
growth fees, federal funds,
a regional transportation
fee and Measure K taxes.
Among South County
projects Measure K funds
have made possible are
the widening of the 120
Bypass to four lanes, widening Interstate 205 to six
lanes, the Manteca transit
station, the Altamont Corridor Express commute
passenger service, widening Highway 99 from
Arc Road to the Stanislaus

County line, the Jack Tone
Road/Highway 99 interchange, the Lathrop Road
railroad crossing, and the
Tidewater Bikeway plus
other endeavors.
It also made it possible for the 120 Bypass
to be elevated to fourlane freeway status in the
1990s seven years ahead
of schedule by advancing
the funding to the state.
Measure K fund also
underwrites the Commute Connection for San
Joaquin and Stanislaus
counties that coordinates
vanpools and ridesharing as well as the Freeway
Service Patrol.
The services pays for
tow trucks to patrol specific sections of freeways
during commute periods
to render assistance to
those that run out of gas,
have a mechanical problem, or get in a minor accident in bid to keep traffic flowing.
Thirty percent of Measure K funds go to transit
projects, 32.5 percent to
congestion relief endeavors such as the freeway
widening, 35 percent to
local agencies for road
projects and street maintenance, and 2.5 percent
for railroad crossings
safety projects.
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Emanuel Leading Area’s Hospitals In New Coronary Procedure
BY SABRA STAFFORD
Turlock Journal

When Emanuel Medical
Center unveiled their Justin Ferrari Cardiovascular
Operating Suites in 2014,
it was billed as a state-ofthe-art facility that would
usher in a new era of procedures, techniques and
possibilities that would
change the type of cardiac
care in Turlock. Now, it
appears that promise is
coming to fruition.
Emanuel Medical Center recently became the
first hospital in the San
Joaquin Valley to implant
a new FDA-approved dissolving heart stent in a patient with coronary artery
disease. The new stent,
made of a biodegradable
polymer, which is similar to the material used
in dissolving sutures, is
designed to dissolve completely in about three
years, reducing the risk of
future blockages.
“We are proud to be the
first hospital in our area to

successfully implant the
dissolving stent in a patient,” said Sue Micheletti,
CEO of Emanuel Medical
Center. “This is another
major step toward our
goal of maintaining and
enhancing
Emanuel’s
reputation for offering our
community exceptional
heart care.”
The Food and Drug Administration
approved
the device in July to use
on patients with coronary
artery disease. When cholesterol-containing
deposits build up and narrow the coronary arteries,
blood flow to the heart
decreases and can cause
chest pain, shortness of
breath, fatigue or other
heart disease symptoms.
According to the National
Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute, coronary artery
disease is responsible for
approximately
370,000
deaths in the United
States each year.
The new stent, made of
a biodegradable polymer,

which is similar to the
material used in dissolving sutures, is designed
to dissolve completely
in about three years, reducing the risk of future
blockages. The material
is designed to slowly dissolve over about a year’s
time.
Although
traditional
metal stents (small mesh
tubes) have been used
successfully in cardiac
patients for many years,
scar tissue can sometimes
develop. Stents are inserted into the patient’s
artery during a procedure
known as coronary angioplasty to help restore
blood flow through narrow or blocked arteries.
The dissolving stent is
predicted to alleviate the
concerns of possible ongoing issues from the use
of metal stents.
“The issue with metal
stents is that after a blockage in a blood vessel is
cleared, it only needs
support for a matter of

Healthcare Hero: Renee Pimentel
BY JEFFREY LEWIS
Special to the Journal

If you do not know Renee Pimentel, you should.
While not a household
name she is a healthcare
hero.
Her primary position
is Director of Emergency
Services at Emanuel Medical Center, but that is only
one of her jobs. Renee is
that amazing professional
who juggles multiple jobs,
varied family and community responsibilities,
but never loses her focus
on what matters most:
quality patient care.
Renee has been a licensed Nurse Practitioner since 2009, and prior
to that worked as a registered nurse. She received
her Nurse Practitioner’s
degree from Sonoma State
University, and her Bachelor of Science in Nursing
from Holy Names University, Stanislaus. She has
always believed that education is one of the pillars
of learning. Clearly this
is a family trait because
her husband, Jerry, also
has an advanced medical
degree. He is a licensed
Physician’s Assistant.
There are three qualities
that distinctly define Renee: quality patient care,
the unrelenting pursuit of
understanding the “why”
and family.
Quality patient care is
part of the fabric of who
Renee is. While she is
Director of Emergency
Services (the Emergency
Room) at Emanuel, she
has a reputation for rolling up her sleeves to help
with an over- crowded
emergency department.

Renee Pimentel
To her, excellent patient
care is what matters most,
and is the one quality that
people you talk with say is
synonymous with Renee.
However, people admire
and respect Renee in and
outside the hospital setting. When Renee is not
working at Emanuel, she
is using her Nurse Practitioner skills at an urgent
care clinic or elsewhere.
Her goal is a simple one:
offer care to those in need
recognizing that sometimes care is simply listening. As one physician
shared with me when
asked about Renee, she
has these amazing intuitive abilities — the skillfulness to listen to what
the patient is saying and
not, and the medical understanding to probe to
ensure the patient ultimately feels comfortable
sharing everything. This
is a quality you cannot
teach someone – they either possess it or not. Renee redefines excellence
in patient care.
The quality of Renee
the person is best described as that daughter
who wraps care and love
into a single package. As

her parents are aging, Renee and her husband decided it was important for
mom and dad to live with
them.
They expanded
the house to accommodate them, and in doing
so, sent a quiet but subtle
message to the community and their friends. No
aging parent should ever
fear that a nursing home
is right around the corner. Rather, she personifies the belief that as my
parents cared for me, it’s
my turn to care for them.
Renee is that person who
would simply never betray a promise.
Family for Renee is a
love. The mother of seven
children and four and a
half grandchildren, family has always been at the
core of defining Renee.
Not always easy, but unwavering. Her commitment to family has never
sputtered to an end, she
has refused to ever let that
flame extinguish.
In all of our lives, the
bridge of time is not always kind, but for Renee
she simply refused to let
anything stop her pursuit
of quality care for patients,
being a mom, a friend and
a wife. She always has that
cheerful optimism, and
for those in need, time to
listen. That’s why Renee
Pimentel is a healthcare
hero.
— Jeffrey Lewis is the
President and CEO of Legacy Health Endowment
a Turlock-based philanthropy serving parts of
Stanislaus and Merced
Counties.
He can be
reached at (jeffrey@legacyhealthendowment.org)

months until the vessel
heals and can stay open
on its own,” explained Dr.
Ali H. Reza. “After that,
the metallic stent serves
no additional purpose,
and can, in fact, be a hindrance.”
Reza was the first doctor to perform the proce-

dure at Emanuel. Since
that time 20 patients have
been successfully treated
with the procedure at
Emanuel by several interventional cardiologists.
“The dissolving stent is
an innovative therapy for
patients with coronary artery disease and one of the

pioneering options we are
able to provide to our patients,” said Dr. Oussama
Dagher, medical director
of cardiovascular services
at Emanuel. “This novel
technology promises to
be a great addition to the
treatment options we already offer our patients.”

Holiday Giving Benefits
Area Food Banks
The state’s economy
may be doing well, but the
prosperity hasn’t touched
everyone. According to the
California Association of
Food Banks, an average of
one in eight residents still
doesn’t know where his or
her next meal will come
from. Out of those 5.4 million experiencing food insecurity in the state, nearly
half of those are children.
To help boost donations
to local food banks during
the holiday season, Save
Mart stores will once again
hold the annual Holiday
Give. Share. CARE! Drive,
making it easier for shoppers to donate. At checkout, customers can tear off
a coupon and hand it to the
cashier.
A donation of $2 feeds
one person breakfast, $3
feeds one person lunch

and $5 feeds one person
dinner.
The coupon shoppers
choose will be added to
their grocery bill, and the
tax deductible contribution will be noted on their
receipt. One hundred percent of all donations go
to the local food bank assigned to each store.
Last year, the Holiday
Giving campaign brought
in more than $240,000 collectively from the 200-plus
Save Mart stores for about
30 food banks throughout California and Northern Nevada. Donations at
checkout will be accepted
through Dec. 27.
Donors are being encouraged to talk about the
help they’re providing on
social media by using the
hashtag: #SaveMartGiving.
Based in the heart of the

Central Valley, The Save
Mart Companies is committed to sourcing a wide
variety of local products
ensuring that ‘fresh comes
first’ for neighborhoods
throughout California and
Northern Nevada. The
company employs about
16,000 team members and
operates 205 traditional
and price impact stores
under the banners of Save
Mart, Lucky, FoodMaxx, SMart Foods, and MaxxValue Foods. In addition to its
retail operation, the company also operates Smart
Refrigerated Transport and
is a voting partner in Super Store Industries (SSI),
which owns and operates
a distribution center in
Lathrop, Mid Valley Dairy
in Fairfield and Sunnyside
Farms ice cream plant in
Turlock.

Running a
farm is
tough enough
without worrying
about insurance.
Let us do the work
for you.
Call for your free
estimate.

Serving your community for 59 years
1718 Main Street, Escalon • 209-838-3561 • cromwellney.com
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Dance Studio Celebrates 15th Year Of Movement
By TERESA HAMMOND
209 Business Journal

It started out simple, a
detached two car garage,
wood floors, a mirrored
wall and 15 dancers.
Now celebrating its 15th
year as an Oakdale business, Pointe of Dance Studio (commonly known as
POD) continues to feel the
love from its established
Ackley Circle location, as
well as its Reno, Nevada
studio, opened in 2015.
Business owner and
founder Rachel Turnage
began the business from a
passion that needed to be
tapped. Since the age of 3,
she herself is a dancer, so
opening a studio seemed a
natural fit.
“When I was growing up,
dance was a place for me
to be me,” she shared. “It’s
a place to go and feel your
heart. It has been a healing

place for me.
“What keeps me inspired, is to be able to give
that to the kids around
me,”
she
continued.
“That’s what keeps me going.”
Turnage, along with the
help of her late husband
Jason, began the business
in 2002. He, the laborer,
transforming the space,
and she pounding the
pavement via flyer distribution in her Burchell Hill
neighborhood.
Today POD hosts two
locations, offering close to
60 classes to over 250 students, including an Oakdale competitive dance
team.
As the dancer turned
studio owner speaks of
growth, opportunity, staff
challenges and demographic research one thing
becomes apparent. Tur-

Pointe of Dance owner and founder, Rachel Turnage,
center surrounded by the team who has assisted her in
reaching her 15th year of business. Photographed from
left to right: Savauna Rellemas, Kendra Pechman, Turnage,
Alison Test and Jacob David-Cruz. The Ackley Circle based
business offers a large variety of classes for dancers
of all ages. Not pictured: Jarah Brooks, Taylor Holt and
Karolyn Grimm.
Photos Contributed

nage doesn’t only love, but
understands, the business
of dance.
“I’m very open to learning new things from new
people,” she said.
Expanding
on
her
knowledge and seeking
out those who share her
passion has been instrumental to both the studio
growth as well as its owner. Turnage shared relationships formed through
a Twinkle Stars group has
benefitted her as well as
the studio and its procedures tremendously.
“It has allowed me to
hire employees and train
them really fast,” she said
of the partnership with the
group. “Everything is online, You Tube tutorials,
curriculum, everything.
We’re still a very family
oriented dance studio, but
having all that automated
gives us the time to focus
on what we love … dance.”
Early on however, the
lessons of building and
running a business came
from her husband, cofounder of the popular
Oakies Board Shop as well
as screen printing business Apparel Graphics.
Turnage lost her husband
to cancer in 2012, but his
legacy of hustle and drive
continue to motivate, as
well as inspire the dancer.
“I had a passion and
it grew from there,” she
said, as she recalled with
emotion the early days
and lessons with her soul
mate, “but you have to pay
the bills. When you start
something like that you
don’t think about those
things.
“It is so fun and humbling to look back and
think what were we doing?” she stated honestly
of their unconventional
start. “But you have to start
somewhere. I honestly
wouldn’t change it.”

Regulars on the performance calendar for the Annual Oakdale Rodeo Parade each April,
the POD team never disappoints in the way of crowd entertainment.
Photos Contributed

Still, running a business, with locations in two
states, isn’t always easy.
“In business we sometimes face insurmountable
circumstances,
and not all days go as
planned,” Turnage confided, noting the behind
the scenes challenges of
owning and maintaining a
business. “But none of that
compares to the joy we get
back. My biggest joy is getting to see our students’
precious faces – full of
life, hope, joy and dreams.
They remind me to see this
world through their eyes
and that is absolutely the
most rewarding gift. They
give me life.
They remind me to just
keep going.”
But Turnage isn’t one to
rest on her laurels. As her
Reno location begins to
follow a growth pattern rivaling that of the Oakdale
‘mother ship,’ she continues to look for opportunities to bring dance to communities.

“We are currently in the
process of building a nonprofit organization that
would benefit the youth
and enhance the performing arts in our community
and surrounding areas,”
she shared.
“It’s one of the biggest
things I’ve wanted to do,”
Turnage said, sharing a
dream of also traveling
with her team of teachers
to another country during
the ‘off season’ to share
the gift of dance in orphanages.
“I want to do it full time,”
she said of the non-profit
vision and partnering with
area schools as well. “It’s a
bigger message than just
dance. We need to support each other no matter
what.”
Turnage believes anything is possible with the
strength and commitment
of her team of professionals and their shared passion for the young and
dance. She noted that
their shared philosophy is

striving to be better every
day, in life and in business.
“At our last performance,
I was bringing some of our
little twinkles on stage,”
Turnage noted. “Before
the curtain opened, I said
“smile big and have fun up
here!” One little girl said,
“I am amazing!”, I said,
“yes you are girl! Don’t
ever forget that.”
The belief that young
‘Twinkle’ expressed in
herself is what Turnage
and her team are all about.
“That is exactly why we
do what we do. If just one
little girl feels empowered,
we’ve done our job.”
To add to the holiday festivities, POD will host its
annual Dance and Dessert
event on Saturday, Dec. 16
at 6 p.m. and Sunday, Dec.
17 at 2 p.m. at Magnolia
Elementary School. Tickets may be purchased in
advance or at the door.
For additional information on classes and POD
visit
www.pointeofdancestudio.com.

Dorfman Pacific Offers Derby Famous Headwear
By VINCE REMBIULAT

Tradition plays a big role
at the Kentucky Derby.
Those at Churchill Downs
can be seen enjoying their
mint julep, feasting on burgoo (a popular Kentucky
dish), and singing “My Old
Kentucky Home.”
Dressing for the occasion
is also important part, with
hats worn by the men and
women as making that fashion statement at the Kentucky Derby.
Many of the stylish hats
worn by the festive Derby
crowd came from right here
in Central Valley.
Dorfman Pacific at 2615
Boeing Way – a 275,000
square foot facility in Stockton – is one of the largest
full-line, in-stock headwear
companies in the world. It

originated in Oakland back
in 1921 as Dorfman Hat &
Cap Company.
The Scala hats and fascinators from Dorfman Pacific are sold at Churchill
Downs.
Many of the hat brands
from Dorfman Pacific can
be found in the Kentucky
Derby Museum store at the
track.
But it doesn’t have to be
that first Saturday in May for
a hat from Dorfman Pacific
to be in vogue. The company offers up hats and caps
for every season.
Included is the some of
the current styles fall and
winter catalogs – the Greek
Fisherman’s Cap by Aegean, the Scala Classico Dress
Felt, the Stetson Harris
Tweed, the Woolrich Heri-

tage Collection and the Stacy Adams Classic Fedora, to
name a few.
Dorfman Pacific continues to change with times,
from keeping up with the
customers’ headwear needs
to maintaining their commitment to customer service, product quality along
with on-time deliveries and
maintaining
competitive
prices.
This is all part of the Dorfman Pacific mission statement “to promote hats
and the headwear industry
throughout the world, and
to foster goodwill and fellowship among those engaged in the headwear industry.”
For more information, call
800.367.3626 or log on to
www.dorfman-pacific.com.
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Monte Vista Crossings:

Over 16 Years Of Development Brings Top Shopping Center To Turlock
BY ANGELINA MARTIN
Turlock Journal
Since its development began at the start of the new
millennium,
Turlockers
have known Monte Vista
Crossings as the city’s shopping epicenter. From pet
stores to drive through restaurants, nearly two decades
of growth have brought over
50 businesses and extraordinary revenue to Turlock,
making Monte Vista Crossings one of the top five largest open air shopping centers on the West Coast.
In 1999, Hall Equities
Group made their first investment in the shopping
center, purchasing the land
where Monte Vista Crossings now sits. Hall Equities
Group President and Chief
Executive Officer Mark Hall
saw a dire need for a quality
shopping center in Turlock.
“The area was thirsty for
retail services and quality hotels,” said Hall. “Most
residents were driving over
20 miles to the north side of
Modesto for retail service.”
Turlock’s location enticed
Hall as well, he said, as the
city is ideally located to support not only itself, but surrounding communities as
far away as Los Banos and
Patterson. The town also
has a university, which Hall
liked.
“That is usually always a
good thing for a community,” he said.
Construction on the first
phase on Monte Vista Crossings began in late 2000 and
was completed in 2001. The
first phase brought retailers
such as Target, Home Depot
and Safeway to Turlock, but

the first business to open
was McDonald’s, as they
were eager to serve the construction workers.
When development first
began, Hall’s vision and the
City’s vision for the shopping center were the same,
but some adjustments were
made.
“We simply changed the
City’s site plan to make it
more meaningful and desirable to the actual retailers,
based on our experience,”
said Hall. “We solved the difficult puzzles of financing
the huge public infrastructure, and convinced all the
retailers to land here.”
Infrastructure cost was one
of the biggest challenges the
development team faced,
said Hall, as well as disapproving City staff members
and the inexperience of his
own group.
“Frankly at the time, we
were less experienced real
estate people than we are
today, so we were wrestling
with a bit of our own ignorance,” said Hall.
Multiple new buildings
were constructed in the following years, bringing businesses like Panda Express,
Jamba Juice, Kohl’s and a
new Holiday Inn Express hotel in 2003 and 2004.
In 2006, the center welcomed another wave of
businesses including Circuit
City, where In Shape City
now is, and Panera Bread.
The construction of Lowe’s
Home Improvement began shortly after and was
completed in 2007, and one
year later, construction on a
second hotel began and was
completed in 2009.

“Tenant sales are extraordinarily robust in this project
– even substantially higher
than many inner Bay Area
centers,” said Hall. “Frankly,
there is no other regional
center in the Central Valley
that comes close to Monte
Vista Crossing’s size, tenant
diversity or tenant quality,
and sales per square feet accomplished by project tenants.”
The development of Monte Vista Crossings South,
which is home to places
like Buffalo Wild Wings and
Dick’s Sporting Goods, began in 2012 with the construction of its first building,
Olive Garden. Two years later, Phase VI was completed.
Along with Dick’s Sporting
Goods, Tilly’s, JoAnn’s Fabrics and Crafts and Justice &
Brother’s also opened their
doors for the first time.
Prior to Hall Equities
Group’s purchase of the
land, the nearly 160-acre
area where Monte Vista
Crossings now sits was used
primarily for agriculture, according to City of Turlock
Director of Planning Debbie
Whitmore. Since transforming from wide, open fields
into a hustling and bustling
urban center, Whitmore said
the area has produced extremely beneficial results for
the City.
“This area does generate a
lot of sales tax revenue that
helps support things like police and fire services in the
City,” said Whitmore.
According to Hall, Monte
Vista Crossings generates
more than 25 percent of
the City’s total sales tax revenue, and property taxes are

Stores in the final phase of development at Monte Vista Crossings will open their
doors in early 2017.
ANGELINA MARTIN/The Journal

among the highest of any
single source developed by a
single party in the area. The
shopping center provides
other benefits as well, said
Hall.
“It reduces region-wide
traffic substantially by keeping Turlock residents in Turlock for the goods and services they need, rather than
driving dozens of miles to
other locations,” he said. “We
estimate that Monte Vista
Crossings provides more
than 2,000 retail and hospitality sales and service jobs.
“It just may be the single
most important piece of
private business investment
ever made in the City of Turlock.”
Today,
Hall
Equities
Group is preparing to complete their last portion of the
project, which includes PetCo, Rue 21, Forever 21 Red,
The Habit Burger Grill and
others. Though PetCo and

Rue 21 are already open to
the public, Hall expects the
remaining stores to open by
the end of the first quarter in
2017.
Hall Equities Group sold
the bulk of Monte Vista
Crossings last August to
Blackrock Investment Company out of New York, but retained responsibility to complete the project’s last phase.
According to Whitmore, development at Monte Vista
Crossings will continue.
A subdivision was approved to be built just south
of Home Depot, and eventually, she said, an overpass
bridging Tuolumne Road
over Highway 99 will be
constructed. The land west
of Countryside Drive and
south of Tuolumne Road is
slated to be used for commercial purposes, as is the
land at the north end of
Countryside Drive where
Hobby Lobby and Ten Pin

Fun Center are in the early
stages of development.
“We have a lot of interest
in that area,” said Whitmore.
“We’ve received a lot of applications – primarily retail
and office use.”
As Monte Vista Crossings
has expanded over the years,
so has its positive effect on
Turlock. The income earned
and spent locally by people
that both shop and work at
the shopping center supports additional business
activity and jobs throughout
the city, and will continue to
do so.
“This has been an extremely important project
for our company, and we
have been proud to be a
part of the Turlock business
community for over 16 years
now,” said Hall. “We feel that
this development will serve
Turlock for many more decades to come in a positive
manner.”

Manteca Lands Fitness Evolution Opening In Former Best Buy Space
By DENNIS WYATT
The Bulletin

Fitness Evolution is
opening at The Promenade
Shops at Orchard Valley.
The full-service health
club is expected to open in
2017 in the 30,000-squarefoot former Best Buy store
space in the center anchored by Bass Pro Shops
at Union Road and the 120
Bypass.
Manteca Economic Development Manager Don
Smail confirmed that Poag
& McEwen had informed
the city that Fitness Evolution had inked a lease.
Billed as a low-cost, no
long-term contract gym
Fitness Revolution’s larger
locations offer a complete
array of equipment and
programs such as 30-minute circuit training, cardio
machines, cardio movie
theater, circuit training,
dry sauna, free weights,
functional training, robust
group exercise classes,
hydro massage, juice bar,
Kids Club child care, personal training, upscale

locker rooms, tanning, and
yoga studio.
The health club chain
has 50 current locations
in Northern and Central
California as well as the
Bay Area with five more
clubs — including Manteca — targeted to open in
the coming months. Existing locations in the San
Joaquin-Stanislaus counties include Ripon, three in
Modesto, two in Stockton,
Lodi, Oakdale, and Riverbank. They also have locations in Maryland, Virginia,
Minnesota, and Washington.
Council member Debby
Moorhead and Smail met
with the site selection staff
for Fitness Evolution at the
International Council of
Shopping Centers conference in May of this year and
provided information to
them about Manteca.
The move by Fitness
Evolution comes just as In
Shape has started a major renovation of its East
Yosemite Avenue sports
club that it has promised

off and on for years. Before the recession hit, they
had received city approval
to build an outdoor swimming pool and make other
improvements.
Many of the Fitness Revolution locations in California overlap with communities that have In Shape
Clubs. When Poag & McEwen opened Orchard Valley in 2008 they had discussions with In Shape that was
considering opening a top
tier club at the commercial
complex such as the one in
Tracy on Tracy Boulevard.
Instead, In Shape opened
an express-style fitness
center on West Yosemite
Avenue near SaveMart.
Fitness Revolution prices
its membership aggressively.
It has a basic $9.99 a
month membership that
gives you basic access to
use equipment and facilities at one particular location. For $19.99 you can access any of their locations,
access all group exercise
classes, and have unlim-

The cardio area of a Fitness Evolution gym located in Maryland.
Photo contributed

ited tanning. There is a $1
enrollment fee and a $39
charge payable after the
first 60 days that locks in
your rate for as long as you
are a member. That $39 fee
has to be paid once a year.
In Shape has reduced
their fees for new members to $19.99 for the majority of their clubs which
also allows you to gain to
similar clubs in the region.
Stockton Marina and Tracy
Boulevard — that have fa-

cilities the other In Shape
Club and Fitness Evolution doesn’t — is $34.99 a
month.
The addition of Fitness
Evolution will give Manteca
five larger gyms including
24 Fitness, Cal Fit, and the
two In Shape clubs. Manteca has a number of boutique and specialty gyms as
well.
Best Buy closed its Manteca store when a sales
slump hit the electronics

chain due to the recession
and the manner that consumers were buying electronics as online purchases
gained strength. The Manteca store was performing
well but the firm had to cut
costs. With stores Best Buy
stores nearby in Modesto,
Stockton, and Tracy within
15 miles in either direction
the Manteca store was considered redundant for the
market conditions at the
time.
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Vacancy Rate Near Zero

Turlock Downtown Thriving With New Development
BY ANGELINA MARTIN
Turlock Journal

As the holidays quickly
approach,
Downtown
Turlock is preparing for
the hustle and bustle of
the Christmas season at
a time when the heart of
the city is thriving. Small
businesses along the
brick-paved sidewalk of
Main Street have flourished, and annual holiday events keep shoppers
and sight-seers coming
back for more. While the
friendly, small town atmosphere of Downtown
Turlock remains constant,
the area’s inner workings
and outer appearance are
shifting.
After losing Executive
Director Gina Loretelli in
July, the Downtown Turlock Property Owners Association recently brought
on Molly Amant, who is
now serving as interim
director. Amant is not the
only change to the downtown scene, however, as
multiple renovations are
either taking place or are
in the works.
The Enterprise Building, located on the south
side of West Main Street
between Lander and
Broadway, is currently
undergoing a complete

renovation which will
modernize the interior,
restore the exterior to its
original 1900s look and
also develop the second
story space. The overhaul
of the building marks the
third downtown building
renovated by Brownstone
Equities, owned by local
businessman Matt Swanson.
The address at 128
S. Center St., formerly
known as Al’s Billiards,
will soon receive a facelift
as well. The tired venue
will be transformed into
a bar complete with billiards, shuffle board and
electronic
dartboards,
thanks to the recent purchase of the building by
39 Milestone, LLC. A revamped front entrance
and proposed outdoor
seating in both the back
and the front of the building are planned, along
with a stage fit for live entertainment and a dance
floor inside of the bar.
According to developer
Daniel Leones, the project is expected to be completed in the spring.
In addition to renovations, Downtown Turlock
is also home to some new
faces such as Hauck’s
Grill and Crust & Crumb,

as well as the newly-expanded Udder Place. It’s
a good time to be a business owner in Turlock,
said DTPOA board member John Jaureguy.
“Restaurants,
boutiques, salons and antique
stores are all doing very
well and Downtown Turlock is building a name for
itself in these areas,” said
Jaureguy. “This success is
mostly due to the efforts
of the individual business
owners and staffs.”
As pedestrians and
shoppers walk down Main
Street, it’s rare for them to
see an empty building.
According to Jaureguy,
the current estimated vacancy rate for downtown
properties is at or near
zero, and the few properties that are in fact vacant
are awaiting renovations
before they can house a
new business.
“Vacancy has never
been very high, as rent
adjustments keep most
spaces occupied,” said
Jaureguy.
The extremely low vacancy rate has been the
norm for a couple of years
now, however, and has
decreased
significantly
from 2009’s estimated vacancy rate of 10 percent.

The extremely low vacancy rate for Downtown Turlock has been the norm for a
couple of years now and has decreased significantly from 2009’s estimated vacancy
rate of 10 percent.
ANGELINA MARTIN/The Journal

The improved business
climate in Turlock has in
turn produced a higher
value for the properties
downtown, said Jaureguy.
Currently, the estimated
value per square foot for
downtown buildings is
between $80 and $200,
while rent is estimated to
range from $0.80 to $1.50
per month per square

foot. As there have been
very few sales of downtown properties in recent
years, Jaureguy said that
it is difficult to find past
rates comparable to the
current rates.
Downtown Turlock and
its business-laden buildings will soon be host to
holiday activities, including the Festival of Lights

on Nov. 25 and the Downtown Christmas Parade
on Dec. 2, which is put on
by the City of Turlock but
assisted by DTPOA.
DTPOA meets at 3:30
p.m. on the third Wednesday of every month at the
downtown office, located
at 300 D-1 E. Main St. All
meetings are open to the
public.

HELPING VALLEY BUSINESS GROW

Deep Roots ~ Strong Branches

866.844.7500 • www.ovcb.com
Kevin Hawes, Club VP, Steve Hupe, General Manager, and Carl W. Collins, Club President,
with Oak Valley’s Kristine Griﬃn, VP Branch Manager, 209.758.8034, and
Mike Garcia, VP Commercial Loan Oﬃcer, 209.343.7607

Oakdale • Sonora • Modesto • Turlock • Patterson
Escalon • Ripon • Stockton • Manteca • Tracy

“I really enjoy banking with people that I know personally; who care about me as an individual
and understand our business. Oak Valley Community Bank was a natural choice,
for our Club and my personal banking needs.”
- Steve Hupe, General Manager, Spring Creek Golf & Country Club

